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In this article, we use half hourly spot electricity prices and load data for the National Electricity Market (NEM) of Australia for the period from December 1998 to February 2008 to test for episodic nonlinearity in the dynamics governing daily and weekly cycles in load and spot price time series data. We apply the portmanteau correlation, bicorrelation and tricorrelation tests introduced in Hinich (1996) to the time series of half hourly spot prices and load demand from 7/12/1998 to 29/02/2008 using a FORTRAN 95
program. We find the presence of significant third and fourth order (non-linear) serial dependence in the weekly load and spot price data in particular, but to a much more marginal extent, in the daily data.
INTRODUCTION
The Australian electricity market as a whole encompasses both supply and demand side interactions encompassing generation, transmission, distribution and retail sale activities. The predominant market in Australia is the National Electricity Market (NEM) which is structured as a gross pool arrangement. The NEM commenced operation as a deregulated wholesale market in New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) and South Australia in December 1998. In 2005, Tasmania joined as a sixth region. Operations are essentially based on six interconnected regions that broadly follow state boundaries (NEMMCO 2005, 4) .
A number of 'stylised' facts are widely accepted as applying to load demand and spot price dynamics in the market. The first relates to broader cyclical character of load demand. Specifically, observed load demand patterns in the market tend to vary from region to region depending upon such factors as population, temperature and industrial and commercial needs. Electricity demand tends to be cyclical in nature, with demand being lower in the spring and autumn than in summer and winter.
The second 'stylised' fact relates to the load curve having a weekly and daily cycle.
The peak hourly load in Australia has two distinct peaks that are generated by domestic activity. Demand tends to be low in the early morning hours and begins to increase, with a first peak period occurring between 7.00 am and 9.00am, before tending to drop off and flatten out between 11.30 am to 1.30pm before starting to climb once again. The second peak occurs between 4.00pm and 7.00pm. Demand also follows a weekly cycle and tends to be higher on weekdays than during weekends.
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The third 'stylised' fact relates to spot electricity price dynamics that are viewed as exhibiting both the properties of high volatility (i.e. a lot of price spikes) and strong mean-reverting behaviour (volatility clustering followed by sustained periods of 'normality'). The numerous spot price spikes act as outliers producing significant deviations in the empirical distribution function from Gaussianity. In fact, the spot price data displays the same predominant empirical 'leptokurtosis' feature of most high frequency asset price data -the tails of the empirical distribution functions are much fatter than those associated with normal distribution implying large fourth order cumulants.
In Foster, Hinich and Wild (2008) , the extent of and stability of daily and weekly cycles in both load and spot price time series data was investigated. A major finding of that article was that the mean properties of both the load and spot price data for the NEM states considered were periodic. The most important periodicities for both datasets were found to contain significant but imperfect signal coherence suggesting that some 'wobble' existed in the waveforms of load and spot price data. This was determined by applying the Randomly Modulated Periodicity Model introduced in Hinich (2000) and Hinich and Wild (2001) to the data.
It was also originally postulated in Hinich (2000) and Hinich and Wild (2001) that the generating mechanism for an RMP process would be essentially nonlinear in character.
Therefore, a natural research question is whether the mechanism responsible for generating both daily and weekly data exhibits some type of nonlinearity, and if so, whether this nonlinearity is 'episodic' in character. The rationale for the likely existence of episodic nonlinearity is that this type of behaviour would seem to be required if the commonly accepted 'stylised' fact of strong mean reversion in spot electricity prices, for example, is to eventuate.
Another reason why the finding of the presence of nonlinearity would be important is because this finding would effectively rule out many classes of linear models as candidates for modelling both load and spot price dynamics. Instead, the finding would suggest that attempts to fully model both daily and weekly dynamics would have to encompass models that could possibly generate nonlinear 'bursting' (in the case of spot prices) to model the episodic nonlinear serial dependence evident in the underlying data.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly discuss the data used and highlight some transformations that were made to the spot price electricity data in order to implement the tests considered in this article. In Section 3 we outline the portmanteau correlation, bicorrelation and tricorrelation tests employed in this article. These tests will be used to test for second-order (linear), third-and fourth-order (nonlinear) serial dependence, respectively. In Sections 4 we will briefly state the well-known Engle LM ARCH test that will be used to test for the presence of pure ARCH and GARCH structures in the daily and weekly waveforms. In Section 5, the empirical results for both the daily and the weekly waveforms will be presented. In Section 6, some concluding comments will be offered.
DATA AND ASSOCIATED TRANSFORMATIONS
In this article, we use half hourly spot electricity prices and load data for the period from 7/12/1998 to 29/02/2008. 1 This produced a sample size of 161786 observations.
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We apply the tests to time series load and spot price data from New South Wales (NSW), Queensland (QLD), Victoria (VIC) and South Australia (SA).
In applying the various tests outlined in this article, we convert all data series to continuous compounded returns by applying the relationship
where:
. ( ) t r is the continuous compounded return for time period "t"; and . ( ) t y is the source price or load time series data.
In order to apply (1), ( ) t y cannot take negative or zero values. However, it was evident that for Queensland, Victoria and South Australia, there was the occasional occurrence of negative spot prices.
In the presence of negative prices, some transformations had to be made to the respective price series to remove negative prices before we were able to apply (1) to convert the data to returns. This transformation involves two steps. First, any values which were negative or zero are set to the previous non-negative value using the following decision rule: 
where ( ) t z is the new transformed data (also see Foster, Hinich and Wild (2008) ).
THE PORTMANTEAU CORRELATION, BICORRELATION AND TRICORRELATION TEST STATISTICS IN MOVING TIME WINDOWS FRAMEWORK
We utilize the framework originally proposed in Hinich and Patterson (1995) , (now published as Hinich and Patterson (2005) ) which seeks to detect epochs of transient serial dependence in a discrete-time pure white noise process (i.e. i.i.d random variates). A common approach to processing time series with a periodic structure is to partition the observations into non-overlapping frames where there is exactly one waveform in each sample (data) frame. This methodology involves computing the portmanteau correlation, bicorrelation and tricorrelation test statistics (denoted as C , H and 4 H statistics) for each frame to detect linear and nonlinear serial dependence respectively.
Let the sequence ( ) { } t x denote the sampled (and transformed) data process in (3), where the time unit ' t ' is an integer. The test procedure employs non-overlapped time frames (windows), thus if n is the frame length, then the -th k window is defined as 
for each n t ,..., 2 , 1 = where x m and x s are the sample mean and standard deviation of the sample frame. As such, the data in each sample frame is standardised on a frame-byframe basis.
The null hypothesis for each sample frame is that the transformed data
realizations of a stationary pure white noise process. Therefore, under the null hypothesis, the correlations
, and the
. The alternative hypothesis is that the process in the sample frame has some non-zero correlations, bicorrelations or tricorrelations in the set
where L is the number of lags associated with the length of the sample frame. In other words, if there exists second-order (linear) or third-or fourth-order (nonlinear) serial dependence in the data generating process, then 
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The C statistic is designed to test for the existence of non-zero correlations (i.e. secondorder linear dependence) within a sample frame, and its distribution is
The H statistic is designed to test for the existence of non-zero bicorrelations (i.e. thirdorder nonlinear serial dependence) within a sample frame, and its corresponding distribution is ( )
The ( )
The 4 H statistic is designed to test for the existence of non-zero tricorrelations (i.e.
fourth-order nonlinear serial dependence) within a sample frame and its corresponding distribution is
Since it is conceptually difficult to quantify how much of any 'significant' autocorrelation can be attributed to thin trading volume or spot price limits, this investigation focuses instead on whether load and spot prices data contain predictable nonlinearities after removing all linear dependence. The autocorrelation structure in each sample frame is removed by an autoregressive AR(p) fit, where ' p ' is the number of lags that is selected in order to remove significant C statistics at some pre-specified threshold level.
2 It is worth noting that the AR fitting is employed purely as a 'pre-whitening' Another element that must be decided upon is the choice of the frame length. In principal, there is no unique value for the frame length. The larger the frame length, the larger the number of lags and hence the greater the power of the test, but at the 'expense'
of increasing the uncertainty of the event time when the serial dependence 'episode' occurs.
In this article, the data is split into a set of equal-length non-overlapped moving frames of 48 and 336 half hour observations corresponding to a frame of a day and a week's duration, respectively. 3 Our objective with these particular choices is to measure the extent to which any observed nonlinearity that is episodically present in the data appears to be operating on a daily or weekly time scale.
We can also use the correlation, bicorrelation and tricorrelation tests to examine whether a GARCH formulation represents an adequate characterisation of the data under investigation. This is accomplished by transforming the returns data into a set of binary data according to
If ( ) t Z is generated by a pure ARCH or GARCH process whose innovations are symmetrically distributed with zero mean, then the binary data set ( ) { } t y will be a stationary pure noise (i.i.d) Bernoulli sequence. In essence, while ( ) t Z (a symmetric GARCH process) is a martingale difference process, the binary transformation outlined in (11) converts it into a pure noise process (Lim, Hinich and Liew (2005, 269-70) ) which has moments that are well behaved with respect to asymptotic theory (Hinich (1996) ).
Therefore, if the null of pure noise is rejected by the C, H or H4 tests when applied to binary data determined from (11), this then signifies the presence of structure in the data that cannot be modelled by GARCH models. Moreover, while the rejections might be because of the presence of serial dependence in the innovations, this outcome still violates a critical assumption underpinning the formulation of GARCH models.
Specifically, if the innovations are dependent (not i.i.d), then the statistical properties of the parameter estimates of ARCH/GARCH processes are unknown (Bonilla, Meza and Hinich (2007, p. 2531) ).
To implement the test procedures on a frame-by-frame basis, define a frame as significant with respect to the C, H or H4 tests if the null of pure noise is rejected by each of the respective tests for that particular sample frame at some pre-specified (false alarm)
threshold. This threshold controls the probability of a TYPE I error, -that of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis when it is in fact true. 4 For example, if we adopt a false alarm threshold of 0.90, this would signify that we would expect random chance to produce false rejections of the null hypothesis of pure noise in 10 out of every 100 frames. In a similar way, false alarm thresholds of 0.95 and 0.99 would signify that false rejections of the null hypothesis of pure noise in 5 out of 100 frames and 1 out of 100 frames respectively could be attributed to random chance.
Thus, according to the above criteria, if we secure rejections of the test statistics at rates (significantly) exceeding 10%, 5% and 1% of the total number of sample frames examined, then this would signify the presence of statistical structure, thus pointing to the presence of (significant) second, third and fourth order serial dependence in the data set.
In principal, the tests can be applied to either the source returns data determined from application of (3)- (4) or to residuals from frame based autoregressive fits of this data.
Recall that the latter can be viewed as a 'pre-whitening' operation and can be used to effectively remove second order (linear) serial dependence producing no significant 'C frames'. In this case, any remaining serial dependence left in the residuals must be a consequence of nonlinearity that is episodically present in the data -thereby, only significant H and H4 statistics will lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis of a pure noise process.
ENGLE LM ARCH TEST
In this article, we will also investigate the issue of parameter instability of GARCH models and the transient nature of ARCH effects. The 'well-known' Engle LM test for
Autoregressive and Conditional Heteroscedasticity (ARCH) in residuals of a linear model was originally proposed in Engle (1982) . This test should have power against more general GARCH alternatives, see Bollerslev (1986) . The test statistic is based on the 2 R of the following auxiliary regression R is the coefficient of multiple correlation from the regression in (12).
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The ARCH testing procedure that is applied in this article involves applying the LM test to the squared data in each sample frame. As in the case of the application of C, H and H4 statistics on a frame-by-frame basis, this data will typically be the (squared)
residuals from a frame-by-frame 'pre-whitening' AR(p) fit in the case of the ARCH LM test.
One key aspect of interest with this test procedure will be to determine whether there is a strong ARCH effect over all time periods (i.e. all sample frames) or whether ARCH is present only for short periods of time, for example, in a relatively small number of sample frames. It should also be noted that the same arguments made in the previous section in relation to false alarm thresholds and extent of rejections that can be attributed to random chance will continue to hold in this current case. As such, significant ARCH effects will arise if the percentage of framed based ARCH LM test rejections is significantly greater than the significance levels associated with the pre-specified false alarm threshold.
The ARCH test will only be applied to the spot price data. The load data does not exhibit any 'volatility clustering' affects that generate the conditional variance dependence (conditional heteroskedasticity) that the ARCH test is designed to identify.
5 For the test to be valid, [ ] ∞
, that is, the eighth order moments must exist.
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The spot price data, on the other hand, does display the type of patterns conventionally associated with conditional heteroskedasticity. This is why the authors argued in Foster, Hinich and Wild (2008) that a (periodic) mean plus volatility model for spot prices forecasting might have advantages over existing modelling approaches.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
In Tables 1 and 2 , the summary statistics of the NEM State load and spot price returns series are documented. It is apparent from inspection of both tables that the mean of the series are very small in magnitude. In Table 1 , the mean 'returns' for the load data, on average, are all positive while the average returns for the four spot price returns series listed in Table 2 were negative over the complete sample. A 'difference in scale' can also be observed from an investigation of the maximum and minimum values of the respective returns series. For the load data, the maximum and minimum returns are in the ranges between 30 and 50 percent in absolute terms while the corresponding results for the spot price returns are of the order of 480 to 610 percent. Moreover, the differences in the values of the sixth order cumulants listed in both tables also reinforce the obvious difference in scale of the different series. Specifically, the sixth order cumulants of the spot price returns cited in Table 2 are much larger in magnitude than those listed in Table   1 associated with load returns.
It is also evident from inspection of both tables that the spot price returns are more volatile when compared with load data as indicated by the higher standard deviations documented in Table 2 when compared with those listed in Table 1 . This indicates that the likely 'risk profile' of the load and spot price returns will be quite different.
Furthermore, volatility in both load and spot prices is slightly higher for SA than for the other three states considered -SA has the highest standard deviations for both load and spot price returns data.
All of the series except for SA spot price returns display positive or right skewness.
All of the series also display evidence of leptokurtosis although this is a much more prominent feature in the case of the spot price returns data with excess kurtosis values in the ranges of 72 to 104 in magnitude. This implies that the tails of the empirical distribution functions of the spot prices returns in particular taper down to zero much more gradually than would the tails of the normal distribution (Lim, Hinich, Liew (2005, p.270)). Not unexpectedly, the Jarques-Bera (JB) Normality Test for all of the returns series listed in both tables indicates that the null hypothesis of normality is strongly rejected at the conventional 1% level of significance. This outcome reflects the strong evidence of both non-zero skewness and excess kurtosis listed in both tables. The results for the weekly load returns data presented in Table 3 were determined after applying a 'global AR(340) fit' to the complete sample data. 7 This operation was employed purely to remove second order serial dependence and the AR lag length of 340 was deliberately chosen to exceed the weekly frame length of 336 observations. This regression can be viewed as essentially a type of weekly 'detrending' operation and operates to remove the mean weekly periodicity from the underlying data series. The residuals from this AR fit are then used to determine the bootstrap thresholds and underpin other empirical results obtained for the load returns data. To further eliminate second order serial dependence, an 'AR(10)' fit is applied on a frame by frame basis.
The success of these combined 'prewhitening' operations can be seen when inspecting Table 3 by the fact that no significant C frames were found (see Column 4 of Table 3 ).
This outcome noticeably contrasts with the much more significant number of H and H4 frames that were found to be significant -see Columns 5 and 6 of Table 3 ).
Recall that for the false alarm thresholds of 0.90, 0.95 and 0.99 respectively, we expect only 10%, 5% and 1% of the total number of frames to secure rejections that can be reasonably attributed to random chance. The fact that the actual number of rejections are much higher than 10%, 5% and 1% of the total number of frames for both the H and H4 tests signify the existence of statistical significant third-order and fourth-order (nonlinear) serial dependence in the load returns data, thus confirming the presence of a nonlinear generating mechanism characterizing weekly load dynamics.
For example, in Table 3 , for NSW, we secure rejections the null hypothesis of pure white noise in the case of the bicorrelation H statistic (see column 5) for 303, 234 and 135 frames at the bootstrapped determined significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively. This, in turn, amounts to 62.99%, 48.65% and 28.07% of the total number of frames considered. These values substantially exceed the 10%, 5% and 1% rejection rates we can reasonably attribute to random chance, thus pointing to the presence of significant third order nonlinear serial dependence in the NSW load returns data.
However, the fact that we do not secure rejections for all frames points to the third order nonlinear serial dependence being episodic in character -there are also many frames where the null hypothesis of pure noise cannot be rejected. Similar interpretations can be given to all other test results cited in Table 3 .
It is also apparent from inspection of Table 3 that fourth-order serial dependence seems to be a more prevalent feature in the data than third-order serial dependence -the number of frame based rejections for the H4 test (column 6) generally exceeds the number of frame based rejections for the H test (column 5) at all three bootstrap false alarm thresholds reported in This might reflect the combined effects of higher levels of overall load demand and resulting implications for power system security and reliability in the face of, for example, weather variations, unforeseen power generation outages and increased market interconnectedness. These factors might combine to produce power fluctuations capable of generating nonlinear events on an episodic basis that arise to a greater extent in NEM states other than SA which is a relatively smaller state and is more isolated within the NEM from the major NSW market than is QLD, for example.
In Table 4 , the results for the three portmanteau tests, and additionally the LM ARCH test are presented for the spot price returns. In this case, no 'global prewhitening' was undertaken (in contrast with the load returns) although the frame by frame based 'AR (10) prewhitening' fit continued to be employed, thus suggesting a different type of 'dynamic' driving the mean periodicity of the spot price returns data when compared with the load returns data. It is evident from inspection of Table 4 (Column 4) that the 'prewhitening' operation has been successful -very few 'significant C frames' were discovered amounting to less than 1% of the total number of frames considered. However, there is a lot of evidence of significant H and H4 based frame rejections reported in Columns 5 and 6) of the table. The nature of the rejections indicates that both third-and fourth-order nonlinear serial dependence is much more prominent in the spot price returns data than was the case for the load returns data -the extent of the frame based H and H4 rejections are in the range of 70%-95% for all states and all bootstrapped false alarm thresholds considered. This can be compared with the corresponding 20%-80% range for the load returns data displayed in Table 3 . Furthermore, the H and H4 rejections are of similar orders of magnitude suggesting that one form of nonlinear serial dependence is not more prominent than the other form.
The frame by frame LM ARCH tests also signify the presence of pure ARCH/GARCH structure in the spot price returns data to a degree that exceeds what can be reasonably attributed to random chance. The order of magnitude, while significant, however, is of a lower order than associated with both H and H4 based frame rejections, particularly at the 5% and 1% levels of significance.
The results associated with the 'hard clipping' transformation applied to the residuals from the frame by frame 'AR(10)' fits applied to the actual spot price returns are documented in Table 5 . These residuals are the same set of data that underpins the results cited in Table 4 except in the current case, the transformation in (11) was subsequently applied to the residuals prior to applying the portmanteau tests and with the ARCH LM test being dropped. Recall that the intention of this particular test framework is to see if 'non-GARCH' generating mechanisms are in operation in explaining weekly spot price returns dynamics. It is evident from inspection of Table 5 that the number of frame based rejections for the C, H and H4 statistics applied to the binary data sets are greater than the 10%, 5% and 1% rates we can reasonably attribute to random chance, thus pointing to the presence of a 'non-GARCH' generating mechanisms. Therefore, there is evidence pointing to structures in the weekly spot price returns data that cannot be modeled by a pure ARCH or GARCH model. However, it should be noted that the extent of frame based rejections is of a lower order of magnitude than those cited in Table   4 , being in the range of 20%-60%. Furthermore, it is also apparent from Table 5 (Column 5) that the relatively larger number H statistic rejections indicates that the presence of third-order nonlinear serial dependence appears to be the most prominent type of nonlinear serial dependence present in the binary data.
It should also be noted once again that for all states listed in Table 4 that the false alarm threshold corresponding to 0.99 threshold for H, H4 and ARCH LM tests had to be set to either '0.9999' or '0.999999' because the bootstrapped values tended to be very high and 'crowded out' actual applications to the data. 9 The 'set' threshold values of '0.9999' or '0.999999' are very conservative when interpreted at the conventional 1% level of significance (associated with a threshold value of 0.99). As such, the significant number of frame based rejections is quite believable, thus confirming the presence of significant third and fourth order (nonlinear) serial dependence.
In this article, we also investigate the presence and nature of any nonlinear serial dependence evident in the dynamics of the daily load and spot price returns. This is accomplished by choosing an underlying frame length of 48 (half hours) which constitutes a time period of a day. The resulting analysis proceeds as before except that 9 A similar practice had to be adopted for QLD 'C Statistic' results in Table 5 at the 0.95 and 0.99 threshold values. These results, once again, appear to be driven by outliers in the data and disappear when trimming is employed to reduce the impact of outliers without altering the qualitative conclusions made above about the presence of significant second, third or fourth-order serial dependence.
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now the frame length is set to 48 instead of 336. This means that we get an increase in the total number of frames under investigation, increasing from 481 in the case of weekly returns data to 3370 frames in the case of the daily returns data.
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The results for the daily load returns are listed in Table 6 . Once again, we employ a 'global AR(340) prewhitening fit' to remove the mean weekly periodicity. In performing this operation, we also remove the mean daily periodicity because this periodicity is a harmonic of the weekly periodicity. We also adopt a frame-by-frame 'AR (5) prewhitening' fit. These combined 'prewhitening' operations ensure that the number of 'significant C frames' that were very small in magnitude -less than 0.3 of one percent of the total number of frames considered -(see Column 4 of Table 6 ). This mirrors the results obtained in Table 3 in relation to the weekly data. As such, second-order (linear) serial dependence has been removed through the combined 'prewhitening' process and any further rejections of the null hypothesis of pure white noise will be attributable to either H or H4 based rejections indicating the presence of third-or fourth-order (nonlinear) serial dependence.
As in the case of the weekly returns results reported in Table 3 , there is evidence of nonlinear serial dependence but now at a lower order of magnitude in the case of the daily load returns results reported in Table 6 . Specifically, the frame based rejection for the H and H4 test statistics now occur at rates in the range of 5%-30% compared against the 20%-80% range associated with the weekly load returns data displayed in Table 3 .
Moreover, inspection of Table 6 also indicates that neither of the evident third-or fourth-23 order nonlinear serial dependence is the more prominent form -a situation that is different to the results reported in Table 3 for the weekly load returns. However, as in the case of the weekly load returns data, the results for the number of H and H4 test rejections is slightly smaller for SA when compared with the other three states. This broad result mirrors the same result discernible from Table 3 .
The results for the daily spot price returns are reported in Table 7 . We adopt the same 'prewhitening' scheme that was adopted for the weekly spot price returns -no global 'prewhitening' but a frame by frame based 'AR(5) prewhitening' fit -in order to remove second order (linear) serial dependence. This outcome can be seen by observing the very low number of 'significant C frame' reported in Column 4 of Table 7 -the number of significant C frames amounts to less than 0.2 of one percent of the total number of frames. There is also evidence of the presence of nonlinear serial dependence -the number of significant H and H4 frames significantly exceeds the 10%, 5% and 1% rates that can be reasonably attributed to random chance. The order of magnitude of the frame based rejections for H and H4 are in the range of 10%-55% which is smaller than the corresponding range in Table 4 of 70% to 95%. Thus, the presence of nonlinear serial dependence is a less prominent feature of the daily spot price returns data when compared with the weekly spot price returns.
Inspection of the last column of Table 7 also indicates the presence of significant GARCH structure although at a level that is much less prevalent when compared to the results associated with the weekly returns. The results associated with the 'hard clipped' transformation applied to the residuals of the frame-by-frame based 'AR(5)' fits are reported in Table 8 . 11 It is apparent from inspection of this table that we cannot secure rates of rejection that point to the presence of 'non-GARCH' alternatives at the accepted significance levels.
Overall, the results suggest that nonlinear serial dependence plays a much less prominent role in explaining the evolution of daily spot price returns dynamics when compared against the results for the weekly returns. The ARCH LM test results cited in Table 7 indicate that GARCH effects play some role in explaining nonlinearity evident in daily spot price returns. This result is further confirmed by the 'hard clipping' results reported in Table 8 that appear to indicate that a lack of a presence of 'non-GARCH' alternatives in describing daily spot price return dynamics. This conclusion, however, should be tempered by the 'diminished' overall presence of nonlinear serial dependence operating at a daily time scale when compared, for example, with the weekly results.
Thus, a definite type of 'time scale' effect appears to be in operation. The prominence and role of nonlinear serial dependence appears to play a much greater role in explaining dynamics in both load and spot price returns dynamics over a weekly time scale rather than a daily time scale. This backs up the results reported in Brooks and Hinich (1998, p. 721) and Ammermann and Patterson (2003, p.188) in relation to the application of LM ARCH test of a frame-by-frame basis. Specifically, what we are seeing is that for very small frame lengths (i.e. of a day), there is increasingly long period during which there is no evidence of linear or non-linear serial dependence including ARCH effects in spot 25 price returns. Thus, the incidence of nonlinear serial dependence is very episodic at this particular time scale. However, as the frame length is aggregated (i.e. increased to a week), the effects become absorbed into periods containing both linear and nonlinear structures producing the increased incidence of frame based rejections of H, H4 and ARCH LM tests.
However, unlike the findings in Brooks and Hinich (1998) and Ammermann and Patterson (2003) , the extent of aggregation from a day to a week is not that large within the context of the overall sample being considered and the extent of the relatively large number of frame based rejections cited in Tables 3-5 , in particular, do indicate the significance presence of nonlinear serial dependence operating on a weekly time scale that perhaps has not been observed in other studies utilizing the test methods employed in this article. This suggests that while the nonlinear serial dependence is still episodic in character, it is less episodic in the current context when compared against similar studies undertaken using a wide assortment of high frequency finance based data as cited, for example, in Patterson (1989, 2005) , Brooks (1996) , Brooks and Hinich (1998) , Ammermann and Patterson (2003) , Lim , Hinich and Liew (2003 , 2004 , Lim and Hinich (2005a , 2005b ), Bonilla, Romero-Meza and Hinich (2007 ) and Hinich and Serletis (2007 . Specifically, the extent of the nonlinear serial dependence observed for the weekly data on a frame-by-frame basis is unprecedented, pointing to a 'time scale effect' in the underlying data generating process whereby the nonlinearity strongly persists on a weekly time scale but to a much weaker degree on a daily time scale. It's effect most likely reflects the strong weekly periodicities found in both the load and spot price data cited in Foster, Hinich and Wild (2008) .
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS
In this article, an investigation was undertaken into whether nonlinear serial dependence was present in NEM State daily and weekly load and spot price data. This task was accomplished by applying the portmanteau correlation, bicorrelation and tricorrelation tests introduced in Hinich (1996) These tests can be used to detect epochs of transient serial dependence in a discretetime pure white noise process. The test framework involves partitioning the time series data into non-overlapping frames and computing the portmanteau correlation, bicorrelation and tricorrelation test statistics for each frame to detect linear and nonlinear serial dependence respectively. Furthermore, the presence of pure ARCH and GARCH effects in the spot price returns was also investigated by applying the Engle LM ARCH test and, additionally, a detection framework based upon converting a martingale difference process into a pure noise process and then testing for the presence of linear and nonlinear serial dependence in the transformed data.
Nonlinear serial dependence was found to be present in both daily and weekly load and spot price returns data considered in this article. However, a 'time scale' effect was found to be present. Specifically, nonlinear serial dependence was found to be a much more prominent feature in both the load and spot price returns dynamics over a weekly time scale rather than a daily time scale. At the daily time scale, the observed nonlinear serial dependence was found to be particularly episodic in nature -there is increasingly 27 long periods during which there is no evidence of linear or non-linear serial dependence including ARCH effects in spot price dynamics followed by episodes on nonlinear dependence of limited duration. Moreover, GARCH effects appeared to be a more prominent feature in explaining the daily dynamics of spot price returns than was the case for the weekly dynamics.
At a weekly time scale, the results cited in Tables 3-5 indicate the significance presence of nonlinear serial dependence. While the nature of this dependence is still episodic in character, it is much less episodic (i.e. more universal) when compared, for example, to similar results from studies undertaken using an assortment of high frequency finance based returns data.
This finding also most likely reflects the strong weekly periodicities found in both the load ands spot price data and which were identified in Foster, Hinich and Wild (2008) using the RMP model. The finding of nonlinearity provides some added support for the proposition made in Hinich (2000) and Hinich and Wild (2001) that the generating mechanism for an RMP process would be essentially nonlinear in character. The added finding of episodic nonlinearity would also seem to be required if the commonly accepted 'stylised' fact of strong mean reversion in spot electricity prices, in particular, is to be obtained.
The findings of nonlinearity have implications for modeling weekly and daily load and spot price dynamics. Given the prevalence of both third and fourth-order nonlinear serial dependence in the data, it seems that time series models that employ a linear structure or assume a pure noise input such as GBM stochastic diffusion models would be 28 problematic. In particular, the dependence structure would violate both normality and Markovian assumptions underpinning conventional GBM models.
An important research question is whether the nonlinear structure is a 'deep structure'
-that is, whether or not it is driven solely by the presence of outliers. Trimming can be employed to investigate this issue. In particular, trimming can be used to control for the affects of outliers on the small sample properties of the various test statistics considered in this article as well as improving the small sample performance of the test statistics when viewed against the theoretical distribution defined across a wide assortment of quantiles. If this research found that the finding of nonlinear serial dependence was not sensitive to trimming scenarios, this would be indicative of deep structure that was not driven purely by the presence of outliers in the data. In this case, the validity of jump diffusion models which employ the 'Poisson Process' to model the probability of 'outlier (i.e. jump) events' will not be able to fully or adequately capture the nonlinearity present in the data. This research agenda would be important because both the GBM and jump diffusion models currently underpin accepted risk management strategies based on the 'Black-Scholes Option Pricing Model' that are employed in both the finance and electricity industry.
Finally, the episodic nature of the nonlinear serial dependence in the data also raises questions over what type of nonlinear time series model would be capable of generating this type of behavior, given that most nonlinear models posit a universal nonlinear generating mechanism. Notes:
* -false alarm threshold is set to 0.9999. ** -false alarm threshold is set to 0.999999. Notes:
* -false alarm threshold is set to 0.9999. ** -false alarm threshold is set to 0.999999. Notes: ** -false alarm threshold is set to 0.999999.
